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Chapter 901: Air Bubble 

Before their eyes was a massive stone gate. Engraved on the stone gate was an enormous dragon. 

The gigantic dragon exuded an archaic aura that had seen the many vicissitudes of life. Even if it had 

been through countless years of baptism, this pressure made everyone’s heart turned cold too. 

There was a pond that was not large beside the stone gate. The pond’s water was an emerald green 

color. 

“Lu Li, you go first.” 

Exalt Heavenly Hedonist opened his mouth. A slaughter general under him fell out of the ranks and 

came beside the pond. 

Lu Li bit his finger. A drop of fresh blood dripped into the pond and faded away very quickly. 

Gurgle … 

The pond started to emit some azure-colored air bubbles. Counting it, it was merely just four or five of 

them. 

One of the air bubbles flew in front of Lu Li. Right at the instant, it touched his body, the air bubble did 

not pop. It started to spread toward his entire body, forming a pale-azure light barrier! 

Lu Li waved using his hand. The other air bubbles flew towards Exalt Heavenly Hedonist and the other 

slaughter generals. 

Finally, including Lu Li inside, there were four people who obtained this light shield. 

Seeing this miraculous sight, Ye Yuan could not help clicking his tongue in marvel too. 

Shao Kai moved close to his ear and said softly, “Inside the Dragon Sovereign Territory has an extremely 

formidable killing array. One must have this light shield in order to not get obliterated by the grand 

array. But this Lu Li’s dragon race bloodline doesn’t seem to be very strong. He only summoned four 

light shields.” 

Ye Yuan revealed a look of realization. No wonder the Exalts were all finding people with dragon race 

bloodline. Turns out that it was actually this reason. 

After Lu Li, there were another two dragon race bloodline martial artists who were called forward. But 

their bloodline density all did not seem to be very high. The one with the most merely summoned six air 

bubbles. 

The air bubbles that these three people summoned were too little. They could not even cover their own 

camp’s people, let alone talk about the other exalts’ camps. 

“Tch … This degree of dragon race bloodline also dares to come out and display your inadequacy! Really 

not afraid of embarrassing yourselves!” 
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A youth fell out of the ranks. Looking at him, he should be under Exalt Graypupil’s command. 

Lu Li and the other two people’s faces turned black. They said unhappily, “Long Yang, aren’t you just 

relying on that you’re the Sky Long Ridge’s junior? What’s there to be arrogant about?!” 

Long Yang shot them an indifferent glance and said scornfully, “I’m relying on that I’m a junior of the Sky 

Long Ridge. Bite me then. If you guys have the capabilities, bring a few more people in!” 

This Long Yang was very arrogant and also felt quite proud of his background. 

When Ye Yuan heard Sky Long Ridge this name, he slightly revealed a surprised expression too. 

The Sky Long Ridge family were the successors of true dragon bloodline. They had countless intricate 

ties with the Demon Region’s dragon clan and were also a Rank One Holy Land with exceedingly 

powerful strength. 

It was just that because the Long Family violated the dragon clan’s taboo, so they did not dare to take 

the surname ‘Long.’ The entire clan could only change the surname to Long 1 . 

Of course, this point was similarly the Long family members’ taboo. If anyone were to mention this 

point, it was embarrassing them. 

Although Lu Li and the others were unhappy with Long Yang’s arrogance, they had no choice but to 

admit that the power of his bloodline was completely not what they were able to match. They could 

only keep their mouths shut and not talk. 

Long Yang smiled even more smugly when he saw the three people shut up. Swaggering over to the side 

of the pond, he dripped in a drop of fresh blood. 

Gurgle … 

The pond started to boil over very soon. All of a sudden, several dozen air bubbles surfaced! 

Long Yang put on a light shield himself first, then controlled the air bubbles to envelope all of the 

slaughter generals under Exalt Graypupil’s command. Even so, there were still ten extra air bubbles. 

It was just that the faces of the other camps’ martial artists all showed an expression of regret. They 

came here hoping for Long Yang to be able to bring them inside. 

But now, ten spots was not enough to share! 

“Heh heh, there are still ten spots. Who else wants to enter the Dragon Sovereign Territory? I’ll say it 

first. You must swear a Heavenly Dao Oath that upon discovering treasures after going in, you must let 

me pick one first!” Long Yang said smugly. 

Counting in Ye Yuan, there was a total of just five Exalts with dragon race bloodline martial artists too. 

Which was also to say that there were still seven Exalts without slaughter generals able to enter the 

Dragon Sovereign Territory. 

One could tell from the Exalts’ attitudes that inside this Dragon Sovereign Territory probably had quite a 

number of good stuff. Otherwise, these slaughter generals would not take such a huge risk to enter. 



Except, if they wanted to go in, it would not do without the support of the light shield. The current Long 

Yang was undoubtedly hiking prices on the spot. 

At this present moment in time, dragon blood martial artists were clearly very high-in-demand. Because 

blood could only be dripped once. Dripping anymore was useless. Furthermore, the air bubbles surfaced 

from the pond could only be allocated by dragon blood martial artists. Therefore, each spot appeared 

even more valuable. 

“Humph! Long Yang, what are you being smug for?! Your light shields are valuable, but there’s still a 

dragon blood martial artist who hasn’t drip his blood yet!” Lu Li had an unhappy look as he voiced out. 

With Lu Li saying this, everyone’s eyes all focused on Ye Yuan in unison. 

Long Yang laughed loudly as he said, “What a joke! In terms of dragon race bloodline strength, who can 

compare to our Long Family’s members in the human territories? Lu Li, since you say so, looks like you 

guys don’t need these ten spots? Mmm … It seems like everybody doesn’t care for these ten spots. In 

that case, I’ll destroy them!” 

Long Yang assumed a posture like he was going to make a move. The other slaughter generals could not 

hold back anymore, and someone hurriedly spoke up, “Brother Long mustn’t act on impulse! Isn’t it just 

one treasure? I’ll give you!” 

The one who spoke was precisely Wu He. Exalt Blazing Fire did not have dragon blood martial artists 

under his command. If Wu He wanted to enter the Dragon Sovereign Territory, he must agree to Long 

Yang’s condition. 

Just ten spots, first come first serve. Furthermore, Wu He and Ye Yuan were mortal enemies. It was also 

not possible to go to Ye Yuan there to beg. 

“Haha, it’s still Brother Wu who is wise!” Long Yang gave a loud laugh and said. 

Wu He swore a Heavenly Dao Oath on the spot and Long Yang controlled the air bubble to wrap Wu He 

up. 

With Wu He moving, the other Exalts could not sit still anymore as well. Even Exalt Netherkill opened his 

mouth and asked for a spot too. 

Ten quotas were divided clean very quickly. 

“Haha, everybody all done dividing? Then I’ll help myself!” Ye Yuan laughed carelessly and came onto 

the shore of the pond. 

Long Yang’s face revealed a disdainful look. He knew that Ye Yuan’s dragon race bloodline was not weak, 

but to say that it surpassed his, that was something impossible. 

Ye Yuan bit his finger and squeezed out a drop of fresh blood like squeezing toothpaste. 

Drip! 

The blood merged into the azure-colored pond. 

One second passed, two seconds passed, three seconds passed … 



The pond had no reaction at all! 

“Hahaha! Ye Yuan, are you here to play the fool? Are you sure that what’s inside your body is true 

dragon bloodline? This pond water actually doesn’t have any reaction at all!” Wu He burst into laughter 

when he saw the situation and said. 

Long Yang had a contemptuous look too as he said, “Such faint bloodline actually dare to come out and 

make a spectacle of yourself too! Your dragon race martial technique wouldn’t all be imitated using 

essence energy, right?” 

Si Yin’s expression was also very ugly. She had secretly observed his previous battle. That was absolutely 

true dragon strength. But why would the pond water not have any reaction at all? 

But Ye Yuan did not care at all. A smile still hung on his face. 

Gurgle … Gurgle … 

Just as everyone was mocking Ye Yuan, the pond finally had a reaction. 

Seeing this reaction, everyone’s faces revealed a look of disbelief. 
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Chapter 902: Just This Price! 

“Haha, sorry about that, accidentally … made too much,” Ye Yuan said with a cheerful chuckle. 

Although he said he was sorry about it, the expression on his face did not seem to have any hint of 

embarrassment at all. 

Currently, the pond water was like it was being heated, the whole pool was boiling over. 

Air bubbles continuously surfaced, one after another. In a wink, what was in front of everyone were 

totally blocked by air bubbles. 

“Hiss …” 

All of the slaughter generals could not help sucking in a cold breath, being struck dumbfounded by this 

scene before their eyes. 

“Hahaha! What a colossal joke! Long Yang, what did you say just now? If you have the capabilities, say it 

one more time! In the human territories, your Long Family’s dragon race bloodline is number one? This 

joke is really hilarious to the max!” Lu Li was the first to come back to his senses, his gaze looking at Long 

Yang was filled with ridicule. 

Long Yang’s overweeningly arrogant appearance, Lu Li really had enough of it! 

Now, Ye Yuan popping out, this face of Long Yang was really slapped resoundingly loud. Lu Li was simply 

elated to the extreme in his heart! 

“This … This is also too fake, right? What kind of level does that brat’s dragon race bloodline have to 

reach to be able to summon out so many air bubbles?” 

“Too inconceivable! The Long Family’s bloodline is simply a joke in front of Ye Yuan!” 
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“You guys, look. So many air bubbles coming out all of a sudden, the color of the pond water even 

became very faint!”” 

Seeing this scene, everyone was all unbelievably shocked. 

It was all air bubbles flying everywhere in front of their eyes. Let alone fitting everyone inside, even if 

another few more groups of people came, there was no problem at all. 

The supply of air bubbles which originally fell short of demand actually had a surplus at this time! 

It was just that even though there were excess air bubbles, for whom to use was grasped in Ye Yuan’s 

hands. 

Exalt Zhuo Yan slowly came in front of Ye Yuan and opened his mouth to say, “Ye Yuan, I heard that 

Demon King’s relationship with you is not bad. I wonder if you can share with us some on account of his 

face? Don’t worry, if there are any gains this trip, it naturally won’t miss out your share!” 

Everyone was all unbelievably shocked. A dignified Exalt actually deigned himself to beg a puny little 

slaughter general! 

But under the current circumstances, what better options were there? 

Having a holier-than-thou attitude, one would have to say goodbye to the treasures inside the Dragon 

Sovereign Territory. 

Although this Heavenly Slaughter Pit still had many buried treasure lands, in these ten years, what 

everyone prepared for the most was still the Dragon Sovereign Territory. 

Going to other places added much more dangers without basis. 

Hearing that, Ye Yuan laughed and said very generously, “That’s of course not an issue! Let your 

slaughter generals all stand over here. I’ll add the protective shell for them!” 

On account of Nalan Chu’s face, Ye Yuan naturally would not say anything. He directly put on the 

protective shells for Exalt Zhuo Yan’s slaughter generals. As for Exalt Zhuo Yan’s promise, he did not 

even make the other party swear a Heavenly Dao Oath. 

Looking at him, he seemed very easy-going. 

Ye Yuan did not idle either, putting on a protective shell for himself and also suiting Exalt Si Yin’s other 

slaughter generals with the protective shields too. 

Si Yin’s beautiful eyes swiveled around, looking at Ye Yuan with a bright grin. 

She also did not expect that Ye Yuan could actually call out so many air bubbles. This time, it gained a lot 

of face for her. 

Several other Exalts who did not have a conflict with Ye Yuan could not sit still anymore at this time 

either. Each and every one of them came before Ye Yuan to ask for air bubbles. 

These few Exalts’ attitudes were similarly placed very low. But Ye Yuan did not squeeze them about 

anything either and directly put it on for their slaughter generals. 



Even apart from those two dragon blood martial artists’ camps excluding Lu Li, Ye Yuan supplemented 

their shortfall too. 

With this, apart from Exalt Blazing Fire, Exalt Heavenly Hedonist, and Exalt Coldblood, the other Exalts all 

obtained the qualifications to enter the Dragon Sovereign Territory. 

These three Exalts’ faces were all not looking too good. They had a feeling of being caught in the horns 

of a dilemma right now. 

Begging Ye Yuan, they could not demean themselves. Not begging, they basically had to say goodbye to 

the Dragon Sovereign Territory. 

The other Exalts were all entering in full force, while they only had several people. Wasn’t entering still 

going to prepare a wedding gown for other people? 

Finally, Exalt Coldblood could not resist speaking up. 

“Hey, Ye Yuan, actually … this Exalt wasn’t targeting you and Younger Sister Si Yin previously. You’re also 

aware, this Exalt was in urgent need of talents at that time and wanting to solicit you to join under my 

command, right?” Coldblood put on a smiling face and said. 

Although a smile was hanging on his face, Coldblood’s intestines were actually almost green with regret 

already. 

If he had long known that it would be like this, why would he need to waste his breath previously 

targeting Si Yin and Ye Yuan? 

Coldblood was originally the most insidious existence among the Exalts. This sort of face-changing cheap 

trick could be said to be accomplished with high proficiency to him. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Not at all, not at all. Exalt Coldblood being the big brother among the exalts, 

some words that should be said still needs to be said!” 

When Coldblood saw that Ye Yuan was playing along, he could not help being delighted inwardly as he 

said, “Then … these air bubbles, can you share some with us? Of course, I won’t let you do it for free.” 

“Easily arranged! This isn’t something of a big deal! However, I don’t want the treasures after going in 

either. Just right now then. A fixed price, 100 heaven essence crystals per person! I think it’s not 

considered expensive, right?” Ye Yuan said. 

Heaven essence crystals, even in the Divine Realm, was extremely rare too. The purity of the essence 

energy contained inside heaven essence crystals was extremely high. Basically, only Dao Profound Realm 

powerhouses would use them to carry out cultivation or transactions. 

And one heaven essence crystal was sufficient to exchange for 100 million earth essence crystals! 100 

heaven essence crystals were 10 billion earth essence crystals! 

Of course, under normal circumstances, there would not be anyone silly enough to use heaven essence 

crystals to go exchange for earth essence crystals. 

Even the corners of Exalt Coldblood’s mouth involuntarily twitched when he heard this price too. 



He, as a veteran Exalt, the slaughter generals under him reached over 50 people; each of their strength 

was formidable. 

If he were to send them all in, he would probably be reduced to bankruptcy. 

Coldblood gritted his teeth and said, “Fine, I’ll send ten people in!” 

Ye Yuan also did not think that Exalt Coldblood actually agreed to it without even negotiating the prices. 

Of course, he was also aware that Exalt Coldblood probably already hated him to death in his heart. 

Ten people were 1000 heaven essence crystals. Even for Dao Profound Realm powerhouses, this was a 

sum of significant expenditure too. 

Of course, if he was lucky, Coldblood could definitely earn this 1000 heaven essence crystals back this 

trip. 

Done with the transaction, Ye Yuan put on the air bubbles for the ten slaughter generals that Exalt 

Coldblood picked out. Plus the one protective shield acquired from Long Yang’s hands previously, Exalt 

Coldblood had a total of 11 people entering the Dragon Sovereign Territory this time. 

“Looks like there should be nobody else who needs the air bubbles, right? I’ll make them return to their 

original spot right now!” Ye Yuan said finish and was about to make a move. 

Blazing Fire panicked, and he hurriedly said, “Hang on!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Exalt Blazing Fire with a smile that was not a smile, and had indescribable 

amusement: “Why? Does Exalt Blazing Fire still have something?” 

Blazing Fire said with a scowl, “100 heaven essence crystals per person, I’m buying 10 spots too!” 

“I want six!” Exalt Heavenly Hedonist also could not resist speaking up. 

Ye Yuan grinned widely and said, “100 heaven essence crystals? When did I say that it was 100 heaven 

essence crystals? The two of you want to buy, sure. But … 500 heaven essence crystals per person! Don’t 

look at me with this sort of expression. Just this price, your call to buy or not!” 
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Chapter 903: Not Keeping You Company 

Puff, puff, puff … 

Ye Yuan casually waved his hand. Those air bubbles emitted faint popping sounds and dissipated along 

with the wind. 

When Heavenly Hedonist and Blazing Fire, the two Exalts, saw that Ye Yuan was really going to destroy 

these air bubbles, their faces could not help changing drastically. 

“Ye Yuan, you’re sure that you want to lose all decorum with the two of us?” Blazing Fire said with a 

grim face. 

“Whoa, threatening me?” 
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Ye Yuan waved his hand again. The speed of the air bubbles popping became even faster. 

Heavenly Hedonist hurriedly said, “Hold your horses! 500 then! I’ll buy six!” 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “Heh heh, it’s still Exalt Heavenly Hedonist who is wise. 

The money in one hand, the goods in the other.” 

Heavenly Hedonist fished out 3000 heaven essence crystals with a pained look and finally acquired six 

air bubbles. 

Blazing Fire’s expression was ugly to the max. But facing Ye Yuan, he was completely powerless. 

“Such a large appetite, be careful you don’t get stuffed until you burst!” 

Finally, Blazing Fire still pulled out 5000 heaven essence crystals extremely unwillingly. 

“My, Little Lord’s, appetite, has always been excellent. I can digest it,” Ye Yuan received the heaven 

essence crystals with a broad smile and said smugly. 

When the Exalt Coldblood by the side saw this scene, he secretly chuckled to himself inwardly. In 

contrast, his ten spots were too worth it. 

But he also knew that Exalt Blazing Fire would not let Ye Yuan off. He would definitely instruct his 

subordinates to dispose of Ye Yuan within the Dragon Sovereign Territory. 

What Ye Yuan devoured, he would still have to vomit back out in the end. 

Exalt Coldblood was not some saint. Regarding this sort of situation, he did not mind dropping a rock 

down the well. 

All preparations in order, the group of slaughter generals were finally going to enter the Dragon 

Sovereign Territory. 

Exalt Netherkill fired out a blast of essence energy at the stone gate. The enormous dragon on the stone 

gate became bright. 

Creak. 

The stone gate slowly opened. A dark corridor appeared in front of the people. 

“Go!” 

The group of slaughter generals lined up in a single file and entered the passageway. 

“Ye Yuan, in a while, be more careful. Wu He they all probably won’t let you off. Although their people 

that entered are few, they are all elites. We’re far from being a match,” Shao Kai reminded him. 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly when he heard that and said, “If he doesn’t come looking for trouble with me, he 

can still live a while longer. If he’s seeking death himself, nobody can stop it.” 

Shao Kai was stupefied. He did not understand where Ye Yuan’s confidence came from. 

Ye Yuan had merely just entered the Heaven Carnage Proclamation and was too far away from these 

slaughter generals’ strength. 



“Best to be a little more careful! After this passageway, inside will be very dangerous. Those corpse 

guards are extremely hard to tangle with. Want to obtain the treasures inside, one must first deal with 

those corpse guards,” Shao Kai said. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head, indicating that he got it. 

He also heard before that inside this Dragon Sovereign Territory had many corpse guards. These corpse 

guards were undying and indestructible. Their fleshy bodies were incomparably powerful, very 

troublesome. 

Very soon, everyone walked to the end of the passageway. A large hall appeared in front of everyone. 

“Everyone, be more careful. When those corpse guards smell the scent of living people, they will attack 

over very soon.” 

Everyone each drew their weapons and advanced forward cautiously. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

One black shadow after another dashed out and surrounded everyone very quickly. 

The number of corpse guards was extremely high. They immediately clashed together with all the 

slaughter generals. 

These slaughter generals, many were experts ranked to the front of the Heaven Carnage Proclamation. 

Each and every one of their strength was very formidable. 

Especially those few who were charging to the front, they struck down several corpse guards the 

moment they made a move. 

Although these corpse guards were strong, they did not reach the level of Tier 9 either. Those Heaven 

Carnage Proclamation powerhouse ranked to the front were basically all peak Phaseless Realm strength. 

Dealing with these corpse guards was naturally nothing difficult. 

Even so, casualties appeared very soon too. 

“Ye Yuan, you follow behind me! Be careful yourself!” Shao Kai said. 

The mission Si Yin gave to him was to protect Ye Yuan. Because Ye Yuan was too important to her. 

Shao Kai was just about to charge forward to fight at close quarters with the corpse guards when Ye 

Yuan patted his shoulder from behind. 

“These corpse guards, leave it to them to deal with it. Let’s go in and search for treasures first.” Ye Yuan 

said with a slight smile. 

Shao Kai said, “Are you joking?! There are corpse guards everywhere, how do we go in?” 

Ye Yuan fished out a bag of white powder and passed it to Shao Kai, saying, “Sprinkle it on our people. 

With it, the corpse guards won’t attack us.” 

As he said, Ye Yuan grabbed a handful himself and sprinkled it on his own body. After that, he walked 

into the corpse guard horde with a swagger. 



Shao Kai opened his eyes wide, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

Those corpse guards were actually all like they could not see Ye Yuan, all bypassing around him. 

Shao Kai reacted very quickly and scattered the powder on his body. Then he scattered it over each 

person on their side. 

“Ye Yuan, this … Just what thing is this powder? Why is it so magical?” Shao Kai asked in disbelief. 

The gazes the other slaughter generals looked at Ye Yuan with were filled with worship. Other people 

were all fighting all out over there, but their ten over people were actually taking big strutting steps in 

the corpse guard horde. This was too magical. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “This is called Corpse Powder. After sprinkling it on, our bodies will emit a 

smell the same as corpses. Those corpses search for targets through the smell of living people. We 

sprinkled Corpse Powder on our bodies, they will think that we’re the same species and naturally won’t 

attack us.” 

Shao Kai was dazed when he heard. Raising a thumbs up, he praised in admiration, “These corpse guards 

are extremely troublesome. I heard that the people who entered here the last time, there were half of 

them who died here. I didn’t expect that we don’t even need to fight.” 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “Fighting and killing this sort of thing, better let other people go and do it.” 

Since Ye Yuan wanted to enter this Dragon Sovereign Territory, he naturally had to inquire clearly about 

the situation inside here. Hence, before this, he already made a lot of preparations in advance. 

“Ye Yuan, you guys dare to go in first?! I’ll kill you!” Wu He discovered their group of people’s abnormal 

situation and could not refrain from snarling. 

However, he could only just yell. He was surrounded by three to four corpse guards himself and was 

completely unable to extricate himself. 

It was just that when he saw that those corpse guards actually did not even attack Ye Yuan, he was 

rather unhappy in his heart. 

But with Wu He yelling like this, everyone all startled awake and looked at Ye Yuan’s group of people in 

astonishment. 

“Shao Kai, if you all dare to go in first, you’ll be everybody’s common enemy!” 

“Ye Yuan, you’ll die a horrible death!” 

When everyone saw this scene, they were envious and also afraid that Ye Yuan they all would seize the 

good stuff when they enter first, and could only use this kind of method to threaten. 

It was just that their threats, Ye Yuan did not care at all. 

Ye Yuan turned around and said with a smile, “Everybody, warm up your bodies first. We’ll go in and be 

the vanguard for you guys. Haha, fighting this sort of thing, this Ye won’t keep you company!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan slowly carried on walking inside. 



“Ye Yuan, you best pray that you don’t land in my hands! Otherwise, you’ll die very horribly!” Wu He 

roared. 

Except, Ye Yuan already walked far away at this time and was utterly disinclined to bother with him. 

Battle cries shook the heavens inside the great hall. Although those slaughter generals’ strengths were 

very strong, wanting to charge out of the encirclement in a short time was not manageable. They could 

only watch Ye Yuan and the others entered inside helplessly. 
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Passing through the great hall, no more corpse guards appeared again. 

At the back of the great hall was a side-hall. Ye Yuan brought everyone into the side-hall. 

However, inside the side-hall was empty. There was no good stuff at all. 

“The last time, they definitely had someone who came in here. Whatever things there were, was also 

taken away by them.” 

“There’s nothing nice to look at here. We’d better hurry on to other places. Otherwise, when they rush 

over, it will have nothing to do with us anymore.” 

While talking, everyone was about to leave. 

Shao Kai was just about to leave but discovered that Ye Yuan was currently looking everywhere and did 

not have the intention of leaving. 

“Ye Yuan, come on, this place should have long been cleaned out by them. Nothing good to look at,” 

Shao Kai said. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “That might not be so!” 

“En? Could it be that ... you have some discovery?” Shao Kai could not help sizing up this side-hall once 

more. But he still did not discover anything of value. 

The side-hall was not large and could be swept with one glance. There was no way to miss anything. 

Ye Yuan slowly came to an incense burner table at a corner of the side-hall and picked up the incense 

burner placed on it. 

This incense burner was damaged and old, looking not at all conspicuous. No matter who looked over, 

they would not think that it was a treasure either. 

“This incense burner doesn’t have the slightest trace of undulation. It’s impossible to be a treasure,” 

Shao Kai said. 

“Is that so?” 

Ye Yuan smiled. Grabbing a handful of incense ash from inside the incense burner, he passed it to Shao 

Kai and said, “Eat it!” 
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Shao Kai’s expression was ugly as he said, “How to eat this thing? Ye Yuan, you aren’t joking, right?” 

Ye Yuan said, “This is the incense ash of Heavenly Longevity Incense. Eating this handful of incense ash 

can let you extend your longevity by 500 years! If you’re not eating, I’ll save it for myself.” 

“5-500 years?” Shao Kai opened his eyes wide, his eyes full of disbelief. 

One had to know, the Nine-Yang Spring Restoring Pill which Ye Yuan made the Soul Martial Divine King 

take action to refine merely extended longevity for 300 years. This handful of incense ash could actually 

extend longevity for 500 years. How heaven-defying was that? 

If other people said this sort of thing, Shao Kai definitely would not believe. But Ye Yuan was different. 

Shao Kai had seen before many miracles on him. 

The credibility of Ye Yuan’s words was extremely high! 

“Heavenly Longevity Incense is an ancient formula. It has already been lost presently. This furnace of 

incense ash is worth several cities. You’re ... really not going to eat it?” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

“I’ll eat! I’ll eat!” Shao Kai carefully received the incense ash in Ye Yuan’s hand and swallowed it down in 

one mouthful. 

What made him surprised was that this incense ash actually melted in his mouth. Furthermore, it even 

had a hint of sweetness. It was not disgusting at all. 

Very soon, a pleasurable sensation went from the bottom of his sole straight to the top of his head, 

making him have a feeling of remolding himself anew. His face actually became many years younger all 

at once. 

“This ... This is really too magical! This incense ash actually really has the function of extending 

longevity!” 

Sensing his vigorous life force, Shao Kai was exceedingly agitated. 

“Big Brother Shao, is it really that amazing?” Another slaughter general could not sit still anymore when 

he saw Shao Kai’s astonishing transformation. 

He was embarrassed to ask Ye Yuan and could only use this sort of words to approach the subject in a 

roundabout manner. 

After all, the treasure was found by Ye Yuan. How to distribute was Ye Yuan’s matter. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “No need to worry. Everybody has a share.” 

When everyone heard it, they could not help being exceptionally thrilled. 

Although there was a portion of the people among them whose age was not old, nobody would 

complain about living longer either. To be able to extend longevity by 500 years, this was a tremendous 

lucky chance! 

One had to know that 500 year’s time was sufficient for them to do anything. 



Furthermore, the body becoming younger, their chances of breaking through would also become 

greater. 

Ye Yuan was not stingy in the slightest, distributing to each person a portion of the Heavenly Longevity 

Incense’s incense ash. 

Either way, there was a furnace full of incense ash. He did not mind at all. 

Ye Yuan naturally would not tell them that actually, this incense burner was the most valuable treasure! 

Other people could not recognize, but Ye Yuan knew the origins of this incense burner. 

As the Divine Realm’s pinnacle-most alchemist, Ye Yuan had extremely deep research into medicinal 

cauldrons. 

In the ancient era, the dragon clan had once produced an extremely gifted alchemist before. That 

dragon race alchemist later affirmed his Dao to become an Alchemy God. 

And the medicinal cauldron he used before becoming an Alchemy God was called the Dragon Sovereign 

Cauldron. 

The Dragon Sovereign Cauldron had a distinguishing trait, that was that each refinement would require 

one to drip in a drop of dragon blood before it could activate the medicinal cauldron’s power. 

And after refining, the Dragon Sovereign Cauldron would become a tiny little incense burner. 

This tiny little incense burner in Ye Yuan’s hand was precisely the Dragon Sovereign Cauldron! 

This Dragon Sovereign Cauldron, legends said that it was continuously sanctified by that alchemist, 

reaching the stage of top-grade holy artifact. But due to material quality issues, that alchemist 

ultimately still did not sanctify it to become a divine artifact. 

Even so, the Dragon Sovereign Cauldron was also a first-rate medicinal cauldron. 

Ye Yuan never thought that he could actually acquire the Dragon Sovereign Cauldron in this place. The 

guys who came in the past plundered this place all around, but they left behind the most valuable thing. 

But apart from Ye Yuan, one really could not find more than a few people able to recognize the Dragon 

Sovereign Cauldron and Heavenly Longevity Incense in the Divine Realm. 

Ye Yuan put away the Dragon Sovereign Cauldron without batting an eyelid, and the rest were also still 

immersed in the joy of extending their longevity. 

As for the Heavenly Longevity Incense’s incense ash, Ye Yuan planned on researching it properly later 

on, to see if he could restore the formula or not. 

This formula was exceedingly valuable. 

Going out from the side-hall, it was a stretch of open area. Not walking far, a road appeared in front of 

everyone. 

A stone tablet was erected at the roadside. On the stone tablet, there were three words: ‘Yellow Springs 

Road 1 !’ 



“Ye Yuan, this ...” Shao Kai’s expression was solemn as he said. 

Just hearing this name, this road was not that easy to cross. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “There are many ancient array formations on this road. It’s probably not that 

easy to cross.” 

Right at this time, a large group of people suddenly scurried out from behind. It was precisely all the 

people who were trapped by the corpse guards. 

Ye Yuan’s party had delayed some time in the side-hall. It was precisely this period of time that allowed 

those people to breach the corpse guards’ blockade. 

“Hahaha! Ye Yuan, this time, I see where you can still run to! This time, let’s settle the old scores and 

new ones together!” Wu He’s impudent voice sounded out, and he arrived in front of Ye Yuan in a blink 

of an eye. 

The rest of the people also looked at Ye Yuan with unfriendly expressions. Very clearly, leaving on their 

own made all of the people very displeased with them. 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over and discovered that quite a number of people probably perished inside the 

great hall. 

“Ye Yuan, you’re too much! This time, nobody can save you!” Even Mo Shang voiced out too. 

Ye Yuan’s actions prior to this actually incurred the wrath of everyone. 

Everyone surrounded Ye Yuan’s group in the center all at once. They were actually planning on catching 

the whole lot at once. 

At this time, Wu He suddenly noticed Shao Kai’s transformation and questioned, “Shao Kai, what good 

stuff did you guys obtain? Why do you seem to be much younger all of a sudden?!” 

Wu He’s words startled everyone. 

They looked towards Si Yin’s lot and discovered that each and every one of them was substantially 

younger, and could not help being incomparably astonished. 

Without a doubt, during this period of the time that both sides separated, Ye Yuan’s group obtained 

some incredible thing. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “It’s also nothing much. I just obtained some Heavenly Longevity Incense’s ashes 

and let Shao Kai they all extend their longevity by 500 years, that’s all.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 905: Battered to Death in One Palm 

“Extend longevity by 500 years!” 

The moment Ye Yuan said these words, everyone drew a cold breath of air. Their eyes revealed an 

incomparably scorching look. 
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“Ye Yuan, if you’re sensible, surrender the treasure! Otherwise, I’ll make you die a horrible death!” Wu 

He said sternly. 

Another person said, “Ye Yuan, I can give you an opportunity. As long as you surrender the treasure to 

me, I can ensure your safety! With me around, nobody will dare to touch you!” 

This person’s name was called Zhong Wubing, the number one slaughter general under Exalt Netherkill’s 

command. His strength was unfathomable. 

When Wu He heard that, his expression changed. But he did not make a sound tactfully. 

In front of Zhong Wubing, he still did not have the capital to pick a quarrel. 

Ye Yuan suddenly burst into laughter when he heard that and said, “Looking at your appearances, each 

and every one of you are certain that you’ve cornered this Little Lord, right?” 

Zhong Wubing said with any joy nor sorrow, “Could it be that until now, you’re still hoping to get lucky?” 

“You guys go find your treasures and not come to provoke this little lord, and you all can still live for a 

little longer. Yet, you all don’t open your eyes and seek death. I can do nothing about it either,” Ye Yuan 

said with a helpless look. 

Everyone exchanged glances, uncertain where Ye Yuan’s sense of superiority came from. 

This place had as many experts as clouds. Someone like Zhong Wubing was even at the top of the list on 

the Heaven Carnage Proclamation. What right did Ye Yuan have to raise a hue here? 

Could it be that this brat lost his mind? 

“Conceited and arrogant! Wu He, your matters, I won’t intervene. As for the treasure, you know it,” 

Zhong Wubing said coolly. 

Wu He was secretly delighted. Zhong Wubing’s meaning was to split the treasure equally. 

But he also knew that that Heavenly Longevity Incense’s effect was only one time too. Consuming again 

definitely would not have an effect anymore. 

“Heh, rest assured, Boss Zhong, this Wu naturally understands!” 

Wu He had a look like he had cornered Ye Yuan. He said smugly, “Brat, I told you long ago, don’t land in 

my hands. But you refused to listen! Today, I’ll let you have a taste of this Wu’s methods!” 

Shao Kai’s expression fell, but he blocked in front of Ye Yuan and said, “Wu He, want to touch Ye Yuan, 

go through me first!” 

“Heh, Shao Kai, you still haven’t come to understand until now? Just the likes of you want to stop me 

too?” Wu He said with a cold laugh. 

Ye Yuan patted Shao Kai’s shoulder and said calmly, “This sort of trash, I’ll take care of it myself.” 

Shao Kai was really speechless. Ye Yuan was too self-absorbed. This sort of tall talk, not afraid of 

spraining his tongue when saying it out loud. 



Wu He was a powerhouse ranked in the top 100 of the Heaven Enlightenment Realm. There were really 

not many Phaseless Realm martial artists who were his match. Ye Yuan was merely Heaven 

Enlightenment Realm, even if he was any more powerful, it was impossible to be Wu He’s match too. 

“Fool! I’ll let you take a look at what’s called absolute strength!” 

Wu He snorted coldly. The pressure of a Ninth Level Phaseless Realm instantly erupted. The whole 

process from beginning to end was incomparably astonishing. 

“The newly-issued Heaven Carnage Proclamation this time, Wu He advanced 30 over places all at once. 

His improvement speed is too astonishing!” 

“Yeah! The improvement speed of those under Exalt Blazing Fire’s command is very astonishing. Given 

time, he is very likely to become an existence on the same level as Exalt Coldblood.” 

“Ye Yuan is also grossly estimating himself too much. Even if he can enter the Heaven Carnage 

Proclamation, powerhouses ranked in the top 100 are also not what his cultivation can challenge.” 

Wu He had the intention of showing off as well, exploding with all of his power all at once. Quite a few 

people were secretly alarmed when they saw this scene. 

Seeing everyone reveal astonished expressions, Wu He was secretly pleased with himself too. 

“Ye Yuan, do you see it! This is the disparity between you and me! A measly little Heaven Enlightenment 

Realm actually dares to be arrogant in front of me! Go to hell!” 

A shocking punch hurled head-on at Ye Yuan. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan suddenly opened his eyes. Then, a palm smacked out! 

“Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm!” 

This time, there was no azure dragon galloping forward. Just a strange energy undulation transmitted 

out. 

Bang! 

Under everyone’s dumbfounded gazes, Wu He was directly blasted until fresh blood spurted wildly, 

collapsing on the ground in a dead faint. 

Seeing this scene, Zhong Wubing’s pupils constricted, his gaze when looking at Ye Yuan was 

incomparably sharp. 

He very much wanted to see just what kind of method Ye Yuan used to defeat Wu He. However, he 

could not tell at all. 

Zhong Wubing admitted that the power of this palm was very formidable. But to say that it could deal 

with Wu He, that was something impossible. 

But what went wrong in-between this? 

Zhong Wubing could not figure out after racking his brains! 



Ye Yuan lightly swept past everyone’s eyes and slowly opened his mouth and said, “Now, who else 

wants to come forward and give it a shot?” 

Places that Ye Yuan swept past, the people all lowered their heads, not daring to look Ye Yuan in the 

eye. 

This palm of Ye Yuan’s directly suppressed all the people. 

Finally, Ye Yuan’s gaze stopped on Zhong Wubing, and he said with a faint smile, “Boss Zhong, why not … 

you come and give it a try yourself? This Heavenly Longevity Incense ash can extend longevity by 500 

years.” 

Zhong Wubing’s expression turned black, not quite able to maintain his dignity anymore. 

But Ye Yuan’s appearance with nothing to fear, he really could not quite figure it out. 

This brat was too abnormal. Clearly only had Heaven Enlightenment Realm strength, but could smack 

Wu He to heavy injuries with one palm. 

Even Zhong Wubing himself could not possibly do it to this step so easily either! 

Swoosh! Swoosh! 

“Not good, Wu He’s protective shell was broken and already triggered the grand array!” Someone cried 

out. 

Right at this time, a strange white-colored flame descended from the skies, directly enveloping Wu He 

inside. 

It only used two breaths of time, and Wu He’s entire person was burned to a pile of black charcoal 

before that tuft of white flames disappeared. 

The high and mighty Wu He was obliterated by the grand array just like this. 

Seeing this scene, everyone was even more shocked inwardly. 

The power of this white flame was too horrifying. Even if Exalt-class came in, it was certain death too! 

No wonder the last time actually had two Exalt-class who perished in here. 

Seeing this scene, Zhong Wubing’s expression also changed. The idea of making a move immediately 

vanished without a trace, and he opened his mouth and said to Ye Yuan, “Looks like it was I who 

underestimated you! Starting from now, everybody search for treasures by relying on own skill!” 

Hearing this, everyone’s hearts jolted. 

What kind of person was Boss Zhong? He actually shrunk back! 

Zhong Wubing’s words were equivalent to acknowledging Ye Yuan’s equal footing status as him. 

Zhong Wubing had always been a man of his word in the Asura Arena. Today, he actually yielded to a 

brat at the bottom of the Heaven Carnage Proclamation. 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Huhu, wouldn’t it be settled if you said so earlier? You had to find a person to 

come out and court death! You guys have an appearance like you’re bound by a common hatred for the 

same enemy. It’s really hilarious to the max. I have means to avoid those corpse guards, so why should I 

accompany you all to clash bitterly together? If it were you guys, would you do it?” 

Ye Yuan’s words were incomparably arrogant, but what he said was the truth. 

If other people had the means to avoid those corpse guards, it was impossible to wait for the others. 

The reason why these people behaved like they were bounded by a common hatred for the same 

enemy, wasn’t it still because they saw that Ye Yuan’s party was easy to bully? 

But they never would have thought that it would actually because of such an outcome in the end. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 906: Blindly Copying Others and Making Oneself Looks Foolish 

“Heh, how did you do it, Ye Yuan? It’s really too liberating! Wu He that dog normally always bully us. 

This time, you helped us to take revenge!” 

The one talking was called An Ren, a slaughter general under Si Yin’s command. His age was not young, 

but his strength was uncommon. 

It was just that with his strength, he would normally just be bullied by Wu He as well. 

Today, Ye Yuan killing Wu He with one palm awed all of the heroes, making the melancholy pent up in 

his chest finally get released. 

Along with that, he also worshiped Ye Yuan to the max. 

Si Yin’s lot was indeed normally too weak. When they were bullied normally, they felt indignant but did 

not dare to speak out as well. 

An Ren had never felt like this. Today, he was able to straighten his back and stand proud. 

Even the powerful Zhong Wubing made a concession in front of Ye Yuan’s domineeringness too. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “You just have to know that inside this Dragon Sovereign Territory, I’m the 

strongest!” 

Actually, when Ye Yuan saw that air bubble outside the entrance, he already had a well-thought-out plan 

in mind. Otherwise, how could he possibly sell these air bubbles to those exalts? 

The principle of how that light-green protective shell formed was actually dragon wave’s vibrations! 

Especially after entering the Dragon Sovereign Territory, Ye Yuan even confirmed his own judgment. The 

grand array selected its attack targets through the vibration frequency emitted from the protective 

shells. 

Ye Yuan could feel that the grand array’s selection frequency reached the terrifying spirit rank! 

But this was nothing to Ye Yuan. Which was also to say that even if he did not use this protective shell, 

he could also be perfectly safe and sound inside the grand array. 
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While to the rest of the people, although this protective shell could ensure their safety, it was equivalent 

to adding a shackle onto them. 

Ye Yuan could transit onto their protective shells through the dragon wave’s vibrations, and from there, 

magnify the power of the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm by several dozen times! 

Such a horrifying attack, how could Wu He withstand it? 

Just one palm shattered his protective shell. 

Dragon wave was the dragon clan’s undisclosed secret. It was impossible for the Sky Long Ridge’s Long 

Family to grasp this method of applying power too. 

The Long Family’s application of dragon blood was still on developing its bloodline power to assist 

cultivation, that was all. 

An Ren raised a thumbs up and said, “Big Brother Ye, in the future, I, An Ren, will be your little brother! 

If there are any instructions, feel free to send Little Brother to go do! Ouch, who kicked me?” 

Shao Kai gave him a surprise kick to the butt, kicking him out far away, and said with a black face, “Look 

at how shameful you are! When you just entered the Heavenly Slaughter Pit, weren’t you still sowing 

discord in front of Exalt Si Yin? 

Indeed, at that time, those people felt that Ye Yuan was deliberately dragging the time. Among the 

people criticizing was An Ren. 

It was just that circumstances have changed with the passing of time. An Ren’s view of Ye Yuan already 

underwent an upheaval change. 

An Ren scratched his head and said embarrassed, “At that time, wasn’t I unfamiliar with our Big Brother 

Ye? H-Haha.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said indifferently, “No worries. Since we came in, I can’t very well let you guys return 

empty-handed.” 

An Ren’s eyes lit up, and he said in delight, “Thanks a lot, Big Brother Ye!” 

But Shao Kai’s expression was not too good. He moved close to Ye Yuan and said, “Ye Yuan, I heard that 

the last time they entered the Dragon Sovereign Territory, they suffered disastrous losses on this Yellow 

Springs Road. We ...” 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “This Yellow Springs Road, saying that it’s hard, it’s also hard. To say that it’s not 

hard, it’s not hard either! In a while, you all relax your whole body. Nobody is allowed to draw on the 

slightest bit of essence energy. Just pretend to be my puppets! Otherwise, if you trigger the array 

formations, don’t blame me for that!” 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, everyone’s hearts turned cold. 

If it were before, they naturally would not choose to hand their lives over to another person. But now, 

they already trusted Ye Yuan unconditionally. 

Without Ye Yuan, they could not have even walked to the Yellow Springs Road! 



At this time, the group of martial artists hesitated in front of the Yellow Springs Road. Nobody dared to 

be the first one to get on it. 

“You guys, look. That’s the Zhao Tianxiang under Exalt Netherkill’s command the previous time. His 

strength was no less than Wu He’s. He actually perished on this road too.” 

“This Yellow Springs Road is truly worthy of its name! With our strength, getting on it is undoubtedly 

seeking death!” 

“But we’ve already arrived here. If we don’t go in, who is willing to be reconciled to it? Obtaining the 

treasures inside, maybe one will be able to reach the heavens in one bound!” 

“Indeed, the last time the Dragon Sovereign Territory opened, the greatest beneficiary was Exalt Blazing 

Fire. He obtained a heaven-defying treasure in here. That’s how he was able to ascend to the position of 

Exalt in one step.” 

The last time the Dragon Sovereign Territory opened, Exalt Blazing Fire was still just a slaughter general. 

But his luck was very good. That was how he ascended to the heavens in one step after finding a 

heaven-defying treasure on the Yellow Springs Road. 

Furthermore, Blazing Fire was also not the strongest one among the people who entered that time, but 

he had the last laugh. 

How could such an example not make these people envious? 

Except, regarding the Yellow Springs Road’s danger, they were very clear. Even if they were not clear 

about it, those skeletal remains ahead were still visible before their eyes! 

Even someone as powerful as Zhong Wubing did not depart at this time too. 

Very clearly, on this Yellow Springs Road, the farther one walked, the more clearly one could see the 

exact details of the Yellow Springs Road. The assurance of passing through would naturally be the 

greatest as well. 

“Make way, make way! Are you guys going? If you’re not going, I’m going. Don’t block other people’s 

path.” Ye Yuan’s careless voice sounded out, incurring a series of sidelong glances. 

Unconsciously, everyone opened up a path for Ye Yuan. Ye Yuan brought Si Yin’s lot of people and came 

in front of the Yellow Springs Road. 

Looking at this scene, Zhong Wubing’s face fell slightly. He clearly also did not expect that Ye Yuan would 

actually dare to be the first one to go. 

However, Ye Yuan’s decisiveness without the slightest hesitation exceeded everyone’s expectations! 

It was only to see him stride a step out without the least bit of hesitation, and he directly got on the 

Yellow Springs Road! 

Following this stride, everyone’s heart involuntarily twinged fiercely, afraid that there would be 

something indeterminable happening. 

Yet, nothing happened at all. 



The Yellow Springs Road was as calm as before. Peaceful until it made people somewhat afraid! 

Strands of essence energy threads twined up the whole of Si Yin’s lot. Each and every one of them 

relaxed their entire bodies, not daring to utilize a shred of essence energy. 

At this time, their bodies were covered in threads everywhere, finally converging into a line. And the 

other end of the line was precisely grasped in Ye Yuan’s hands. 

Ye Yuan’s casually led their group of people all onto the Yellow Springs Road! 

Safe! It was still safe! 

On the Yellow Springs Road, there were no happenings at all! 

“Quick! Keep up!” Everyone reacted to it as well, wanting to barge onto the Yellow Springs Road with Si 

Yin’s lot. 

Chiii! 

A tuft of flames suddenly descended, directly burning the few martial artists who followed subsequently 

into ashes. 

The footwork Ye Yuan’s feet followed was extremely profound. If one did not understand the 

profundities of array formations, there was simply no way to keep up. 

They thought that it would be fine by following Ye Yuan’s footwork. But the final result was a tragedy. 

When Zhong Wubing saw this scene before his eyes, the expression on his face was very ugly too. 

Actually, he wanted to follow Ye Yuan’s footwork onto the Yellow Springs Road just now too. But he still 

endured it at the final second. 

Otherwise, how could it be those guys’ turn to go up? 

As expected, if this Yellow Springs Road could be crossed by blindly imitating others, then it would not 

be called Yellow Springs Road either. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 907: Redirecting the Troubled Waters 

Stepping onto the Yellow Springs Road, Ye Yuan did not dare to relax in the slightest either. 

If he was all alone, fine. But on his hands were carrying over ten wooden puppets! 

He needed to control each person’s footwork. There could not be the slightest degree of error. 

One could say that he was currently juggling over ten things at the same time! 

Only Ye Yuan’s heaven-defying soul force could sustain his present sort of manipulation. 

This Yellow Springs Road absolutely lived up to its name. It was completely different from the array 

formations Ye Yuan encountered in the past. 

On this road, there were over a dozen ancient array formations! 
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They interweaved between each other and were interdependent. Not only was their power 

extraordinary, but they were also intricate and complex, undergoing a myriad of changes in the twinkle 

of an eye. 

The footwork Ye Yuan was manipulating the others with was changing at every second, and not identical 

with his own footwork. 

For the other martial artists to want to pass through the Yellow Springs Road based on Ye Yuan’s 

footwork was simply a fool’s talk! 

Facing these ancient array formations that were all extremely rarely-seen array formations, if Ye Yuan’s 

conjectures were right, they should all be the dragon clan’s array formation. Ye Yuan could only 

accomplish passing through and was unable to control freely like in the past. 

Shao Kai, An Ren, and the rest were all sweating profusely being controlled in Ye Yuan’s hands. But they 

did not dare to have the slightest trace of their own actions. 

The sound of those few people’s shrill screams earlier were still reverberating beside their ears. With 

their strength, once they were attacked by the array formations, then there was only a road that led to 

death. 

But what made them even more shocked was that Ye Yuan could actually accomplish such an 

inconceivable thing! 

One had to know, carrying over ten puppets in one’s hands while passing through such a terrifying grand 

array, how great a nerve did this require? How precise and subtle the soul force and essence energy, as 

well as how startling the Formations Dao attainments? 

In their view, this was simply an impossible task. 

Yet, Ye Yuan was indeed currently realizing it step by step! 

“Mo Shang, let’s go!” 

Right at this time, Zhong Wubing who had been silent all along finally spoke. 

Mo Shang could not help turning blank and said, “Right now?” 

They did not have Ye Yuan’s heaven-defying Formations Dao attainments. Charging forward at this time, 

they were bound to trigger the array formations! 

Once the array formations were set up, Ye Yuan would surely be affected too! 

Zhong Wubing suddenly mentioning to charge onto the Yellow Springs Road at this time, his goal was 

already understood without further explanations. 

“That’s right! I want to take a look at to what extent can this brat be heaven-defying to!” Zhong Wubing 

said with a cold sneer. 

Exalt Netherkill’s party only had eight people. But these eight people’s strengths were incomparably 

formidable. 



Furthermore, Exalt Netherkill was bound to have already prepared for many contingencies for the sake 

of this trip. They probably came for the sake of forcefully rushing through the formations. 

It was just that this timing of barging through the formations was a bit too vicious! 

But to the people in Asura Arena, vicious this term, seemed to be somewhat overly pedestrian. 

Zhong Wubing leaped and directly entered the Yellow Springs Road. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh. 

He did not have Ye Yuan’s swift and fierce footwork. The moment he got on, he triggered the grand 

array. 

The other seven people under Exalt Netherkill’s command did not hesitate in the slightest too, directly 

leaping up. 

Fierce flames instantly engulfed the seven of them. But the others knew that there was no way Zhong 

Wubing would perish in the sea of fire just like that. 

Exalt Netherkill was the one with the deepest foundations among all of the Exalts. Since he already knew 

that there was a Yellow Springs Road here, how could he possibly not leave some trump cards for Zhong 

Wubing and the rest? 

Sure enough, rays of chilly spectral light radiated out of the fire sea and actually isolated off this fierce 

sea of fire! 

“Profound Shallow Birdcage! My god, Exalt Netherkill actually handed this high-grade ice-attribute holy 

artifact to them!” 

When everyone saw that treasure held in Zhong Wubing’s hands, a wave of exclamations immediately 

sounded out. 

That pure white little pigeon cage gave off waves of profound ice-colored ghostly lights, and actually 

isolated off such a fierce fire sea! 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh. 

The array formations on the Yellow Springs Road were all closely linked to one another. Eight experts 

coming up on this side all at once already set off the grand array. 

Scorching flames actually spread over towards the front! 

Sensing that surging fire sea at the back, Si Yin’s lot all felt waves of chills down their spines, cold sweat 

pouring profusely. 

Seeing this scene, the corners of Zhong Wubing’s mouth showed a mocking expression. 

“Brat, you’re still a little tender to be fighting with me! I want to see just how you escape this fire sea!” 

Zhong Wubing said with a cold smile. 

Sensing everyone’s thoughts become unsteady, Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice, “Focus your mind and be 

unmoved! If you guys don’t wish to die, then you can only trust me!” 



Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, everyone’s hearts shivered, and they hurriedly put away their thoughts. But 

their bodies did not dare to even have any bit of movement. 

At this point, apart from choosing to believe Ye Yuan, they already had no other choices. 

Rather than their minds wavering and landing in the array formation, might as well let Ye Yuan control. 

Ye Yuan’s measures, they had already experienced it. Maybe he could still create a miracle now? 

Ye Yuan’s fingers were like they were flying. The footwork under his feet also accelerated. 

All at once, Ye Yuan’s speed increased. 

However, Ye Yuan naturally had to pay a corresponding price too. The speed of his soul force and 

essence energy consumption was rising sharply! 

“Everybody together! Whether you live or die, we each rely on our own means!” 

Seeing that Zhong Wubing they all already got on the Yellow Springs Road, the rest could not endure it 

anymore either, all dashing onto it. 

Although Zhong Wubing was powerful, the other camps’ powerhouses were not few either. 

Furthermore, entering the Dragon Sovereign Territory this time, everybody had ample preparations. 

For some time, everyone was like the Eight Immortals crossing the sea; each displayed their divine 

abilities 1 . 

One magic weapon after the other flew everywhere. The most inferior was also a low-grade holy 

artifact. 

Seemed like in order to enter the Dragon Sovereign Territory this time, each of the Exalts poured in the 

blood capital. 

With Exalt Blazing Fire, this example here, these Exalts were clearly no longer calm either. 

But this move of employing one magic weapon after another seemed to have infuriated the entire grand 

array all of a sudden! 

Rumble! 

Bolts of dense lightning descended with a roar, directly bombarding onto everyone’s magic weapons. 

Magic weapons that were slightly weaker were directly shattered. 

“ARGHH!!” 

For a moment, miserable cries echoed together. 

The Yellow Springs Road became the human world’s Asura Arena 2 . 

Hearing such miserable cries, Shao Kai and they all each had goosebumps all over their bodies. 

They could clearly sense that Ye Yuan increased speed. 

Shao Kai could not resist sneaking a glance at Ye Yuan and could not help being startled inwardly. 



Not a hint of panic could be seen on Ye Yuan’s face. His entire person seemed to have entered some sort 

of very mysterious state. 

Underneath Ye Yuan’s foot, the movement became faster and faster. The movements of his hands 

similarly became increasingly faster! 

Shao Kai could not help shockingly discover that not only did their group of people not receive any 

aftershocks, they pulled apart the distance from over there instead! 

Ye Yuan’s speed was actually even faster than the speed Zhong Wubing, and they all were advancing at! 

This ... How was this possible? 

One had to know that Ye Yuan was currently doing over a dozen things at the same time. And each thing 

placed onto other people was an impossible task. 

Under such circumstances, Ye Yuan’s speed did not reduce. It increased instead. This was also too 

heaven-defying, right? 

Zhong Wubing also felt very unpleasant right now. But when his gaze fleeted sideways at Ye Yuan, his 

expression instantly became incomparably ugly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 908: Eating Dust 

The martial artists entering the Yellow Springs Road became more and more. The power of the array 

formations was also increasing continuously. 

Apart from lighting and fire, these two types of attributes, several more kinds of attribute attacks 

landed. 

For some time, the entire Yellow Springs Road was incomparably chaotic. 

Zhong Wubing cursed incessantly in his heart and wished that he could kill off all of those fellows. 

But at this time, his spirit was willing, but his strength was lacking as well. 

Although the Profound Shallow Birdcage was a high-grade holy artifact, under such fierce attacks, it 

appeared rather hard-pressed to tackle all the problems too. 

In the beginning, he still had some strength to spare. But later on, not just him, even the rest of the 

people must pull out all stops too, before they could barely hold on. 

Ye Yuan’s speed became increasingly faster. His heart realm entered a kind of mysterious state, making 

him have an all-round increase in control in all aspects! 

Ye Yuan knew that under an extreme situation, his heart realm that entered a bottleneck finally broke 

through. 

If dividing according to cultivation realms, Ye Yuan should have entered Heart Like Monolith’s middle-

stage. 
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After breaking through, his analytical abilities had a tremendous increase, making him have a huge 

increase in cracking speed when facing the ancient array formations on the one hand. On the other 

hand, controlling those companions also became even more skillful and accomplished with ease. 

This way, Ye Yuan’s advancement speed naturally became much faster. 

The Yellow Springs Road was roughly 10 thousand feet in distance from start to finish. Ye Yuan’s speed 

became faster the more he walked, and he reached the end very soon. 

But at this point, Zhong Wubing they all merely walked half of the journey. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved, directly leaping out of the Yellow Springs Road. Then with a wave of his hand, 

the rest also came out safe and sound. 

“Big Brother Ye, you’re too incredible! I really idolize you to death!” An Ren immediately jumped up in 

excitement. 

Shao Kai was more reserved. But at this time, he was unbelievably agitated too: “Ye Yuan, you ... did you 

breakthrough in heart realm?” 

From Ye Yuan’s state, it was not hard to determine that Ye Yuan must have had a breakthrough in heart 

realm. Furthermore, to be able to accomplish it to Ye Yuan’s extent, his heart realm was inevitably 

terrifyingly high. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze looked towards Zhong Wubing rather amusedly, and he said with a smile, “This was all 

thanks to our Boss Zhong. It’s impolite not to reciprocate. Shouldn’t we repay in kind too?” 

Ye Yuan deliberately poured in essence energy, making his voice penetrate through the array 

formations, and transmit into everyone’s ears. 

The moment Zhong Wubing heard, his expression could not help changing drastically. 

He never would have thought that he failed to bury Ye Yuan, but let Ye Yuan had a breakthrough 

instead. Now, Ye Yuan was actually going to turn around and bury him in turn. 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan raised his hand, and it was a palm, directly rumbling into the grand array. 

Charging over this whole way, Ye Yuan was already very familiar with this set of interlinking array 

formations. 

He only unleashed one move, but it set off the grand array’s chain reaction. 

All of a sudden, the grand array’s attacks became several times fiercer! 

This spreading out and affecting everyone all of a sudden, another series of tragic screams rang out 

again. 

The various Exalts’ ten years of painstaking preparations were all gone under this blow. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 



One round of attacks landing, half of the martial artists directly perished. Even Zhong Wubing’s side lost 

as many as three all at once too. 

Those left were all elites among elites! 

It was just that these elites, each and every one of their conditions were very bad as well. Apart from 

top-level powerhouses like Zhong Wubing, they all suffered varying degrees of injuries. 

There was still less than half of the journey remaining. But it was not such an easy matter for them to 

want to pull through. 

The present Zhong Wubing did not even have a chance to shout curses. It was only to see him teetering 

on his feet, exhausted from dealing with attacks from all directions. 

A hint of a smile flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth, and he said, “Let them busy away first. 

Let’s go search for treasures first!” 

“Haha, these bunch of fellows actually dare to use an underhanded move against our Boss Ye, serves 

them right to follow behind our asses and eat dust!” 

As An Ren laughed loudly, he followed behind Ye Yuan gleefully, the appearance of a vile character 

intoxicated by success. 

Clearing the Yellow Springs Road, what entered their eyes was a small two-storied pavilion. 

Seeing this pavilion, the group of people was all very excited. 

They knew that Exalt Blazing Fire obtained the treasure here. That was how he ascended to the sky in 

one leap, becoming an Exalt. 

“Go in then!” Ye Yuan said. 

Seeing everyone’s looks of burning eagerness, Ye Yuan could not help telling them this with a smile. 

The bunch of people scrambled after one another and entered into the building. Ye Yuan observed 

around. This place did not have any eye-catching aspects. 

It was just that this building’s first floor was clearly also cleaned out by people before. The things left 

were already not many. 

“High-grade holy artifact!” someone suddenly cried out. 

Actually, there was no need for him to shout, the rest of the people also saw it. 

A sword rack was placed in the corner. Displayed on it was an exquisite treasure sword. Looking at the 

treasure sword’s aura, it was absolutely a high-grade holy artifact without a doubt. 

Seeing the treasure sword, there was someone who could not contain himself and wanted to make a 

move to take it. 

“Stop!” Ye Yuan shouted sternly. That person’s body shuddered, and he involuntarily stopped the 

movements of his hands and legs. 



“B-Boss Ye, what is it?” That person said quiveringly with fear. 

Hearing Ye Yuan bark so sternly, that person was also somewhat quaking with fear. 

Ye Yuan casually took a piece of wood and threw over. It was only to see a ghostly light flash past. With 

a whoosh, the wood was directly vaporized. 

That person could not help shrinking back when he saw the situation. Only then did he know that he 

already circled one round around the gates of hell and back. 

“Even a fool can see that that is a high-grade holy artifact. You think that they won’t retrieve it the last 

time they came over? You look, there’s still has a pile of ashes over there. It must be a martial artist who 

triggered the restriction and was burned to death. To be able to walk in here, they were definitely 

people whose strength were overwhelming. Even they could not retrieve the treasure sword, can you 

collect it?” Ye Yuan said softly. 

That person spat out his tongue, aware that he was too careless. 

He thought that going across the Yellow Springs Road, inside this pavilion-building was just like that side-

hall; there was no dangers anymore. He really did not expect that danger was hidden everywhere! 

But he was also groveling on all fours in admiration towards Ye Yuan already. Ye Yuan had just entered 

this pavilion-building too but already observed all of the subtle aspects. 

“Then ... Then we can only watch blankly?” the person said rather unwillingly. 

To be able to be surrounded by such a powerful restriction, this treasure sword definitely had 

extraordinary aspects. Perhaps, it was not as simple as just a high-grade holy artifact. 

Giving up just like this, how could they be willing to accept it? 

High-grade holy artifact, even in the Asura Arena, it was extremely seldom-seen too. 

Under normal circumstances, only Exalt-classes could possess a high-grade holy artifact. It was already 

very impressive for them, these slaughter generals, to be able to own a middle-grade holy artifact. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that, “Already came in, how can we return empty-handed?” 

As he said, Ye Yuan slowly took a few steps forward, and actually directly walked over towards that 

treasure sword! 

When everyone saw this scene, their countenance could not help changing suddenly. 

“Boss Ye, that restriction ...” An Ren shouted at the top of his voice, wanting to go up and pull Ye Yuan. 

But the moment he made a move, Ye Yuan slipped away like a loach. He grabbed onto thin air. 

Everyone’s hearts seized up, and they could not resist closing their eyes. 

But when they opened their eyes, Ye Yuan already picked up that treasure sword and started playing 

with it in his hand. 

Everyone exchanged glances, uncertain what happened. 



Such a powerful restriction, how come Ye Yuan was fine when he went in? 
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“Restriction? This restriction practically only exists in name to me,” Ye Yuan said nonchalantly. 

This restriction was the same as the grand array, both triggered with dragon wave as the condition. 

As long as Ye Yuan adjusted his own dragon wave vibration frequency to become the same as the 

restriction, passing through this restriction was something that could be easily accomplished. 

Everyone exchanged glances, not sure what they should say. 

There was still a pile of ashes on the floor, but Ye Yuan said that this restriction existed only in name. 

What else could they still say? 

This Ye Yuan was too mysterious. No matter how difficult a matter was, it would become very easy 

when it reached his hands. 

This skill to turn something rotten into something magical made each and every one of them admire 

endlessly. 

Even Shao Kai was already utterly convinced by Ye Yuan at this time too. 

Even Zhong Wubing repeated suffered losses at Ye Yuan’s hands. What reason did he have to not be 

willing to submit? 

Therefore, regarding everyone correcting themselves and calling Ye Yuan boss, he did not have any 

temper at all. If it was not due to pride, he himself would want to call boss too. 

“Heh heh, Boss Ye, does this treasure sword have any special aspects?” 

An Ren had a lackey appearance as he moved closer in front of Ye Yuan. 

“Want to look, take it then.” Ye Yuan casually threw the sword to An Ren with a look of indifference. 

It was like An Ren had found a precious treasure, holding the treasure sword up, unable to put it down. 

Clank! 

The sword was unsheathed from the scabbard. A wave of extremely apprehensive sharp light instantly 

filled the entire pavilion-building. 

“Fine sword! Fine sword!” A wave of marveling praises echoed out. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You should be a sword-user, right? Give you this sword.” 

“W-W-What?” An Ren could not quite believe his own ears, resulting in somewhat stuttering when 

talking. 

“I said, give you this sword to use.” 
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“...” An Ren opened his eyes wide. The rest also opened their eyes wide and did not come back to their 

senses. 

This was a high-grade holy artifact. Ye Yuan actually gave it away at the drop of a hat? 

Forget about them, these slaughter generals, even if the Exalts came here, they would definitely get into 

a free-for-all fight when they see this high-grade holy artifact too. 

Ye Yuan actually gave it to An Ren with a casual manner just like this? 

When they came back to their senses, everyone looked at An Ren with envious looks. At the same time, 

they themselves were also seized with regret. 

If they knew long ago, they would have licked Boss Ye’s boots like An Ren! 

This was a high-grade holy artifact! 

“You guys don’t need to be envious of him either. I reckon that the second floor should still have quite a 

number of good stuff. At that time, you will all benefit,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“W-We all have a share?” 

Everyone did not know what they should say already. This ... was also too generous, right? 

“Ye Yuan, this ... is a high-grade holy artifact! Don’t you ... want it?” Shao Kai said in disbelief. 

“These toys, I have no need for them. Just give them to you then. But you all got to be a little more 

careful after you go out and not easily expose these things. Otherwise, it will draw a fatal disaster,” Ye 

Yuan said coolly. 

Everyone was speechless. They perceived it, Ye Yuan really turned his nose up at it! 

This sword, when placed outside, would definitely draw a wave of bloody storm. But Ye Yuan actually 

held it in total contempt! 

This world was too crazy! 

Although this sword was decent, it was still far too lacking compared to the Starmoon Sword. 

Furthermore, the strength unleashed by this high-grade holy artifact in Ye Yuan’s hands was even 

inferior to the Starmoon Sword. It was really useless for him to claim it. 

Actually, Ye Yuan’s greatest killing tool was not the Starmoon Sword, but the Vast Heaven Pagoda! 

At present, Ye Yuan could already preliminarily control the Vast Heaven Pagoda. Slaying his opponents 

was just a matter of snapping his fingers. It was just that up till the present moment, no one could force 

him to this step yet, that was all. 

The Vast Heaven Pagoda probably already infinitely approached a divine artifact. Once it was exposed, 

there would be endless problems. 

Compared to the Vast Heaven Pagoda, all these high-grade holy artifacts, Ye Yuan naturally looked down 

on them in disdain. 



“Alright, the first floor shouldn’t have any good stuff anymore. Let’s better go up to the second floor,” 

Ye Yuan said. 

Ye Yuan came to the second floor’s entrance. A transparent light screen blocked in front of him. 

“A restriction again! Why are there restrictions everywhere inside this Dragon Sovereign Territory?” 

someone grumbled. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “This restriction doesn’t have offensive power and also can’t be opened using 

other methods. Want to enter the next floor, one can only break it with force. If I didn’t guess wrongly, 

nobody should have stepped into the second floor yet.” 

Ye Yuan’s words made everyone’s eyes light up! 

If no one had stepped foot into the second floor before, didn’t that mean that the treasures upstairs 

were all accounted for? 

“Boss, let me this time! Just acquired this Dragon Spring Sword, perfect to use it for practice!” An Ren 

assumed the responsibility. 

An Ren already dripped blood to have it acknowledged his as its master, and got to know that this 

treasure sword’s name was called Dragon Spring Sword. 

Ye Yuan smiled but did not say anything. 

An Ren’s ranking on the Heaven Carnage Proclamation was not low. He was an existence second only to 

Shao Kai among Si Yin’s lot. 

Obtaining the Dragon Spring Sword this time, he was naturally itching to have a go. 

“Destruction Sword!” 

An Ren gave a fierce cry. An incredibly powerful sword intent stabbed towards the light screen. 

Boom! 

An Ren was directly blasted flying out, smashing heavily onto the wall. 

“Ouch!” An Ren gave a miserable wail, all the bones in his body almost falling apart. 

The faces of Shao Kai and the rest all changed. They did not expect that this light screen actually had 

such power. 

“Heh heh, looks like we overestimated our strength! Since nobody has stepped foot into the second 

floor, it means that Exalt Blazing Fire couldn’t go up either! Even he couldn’t break this restriction with 

his strength. How are we able to break it with just us, these people?” Shao Kai suddenly came to his 

senses and said, rather dispiritedly. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “This restriction, forget about the Blazing Fire back then, even if the current 

Blazing Fire came, he definitely can’t break it either.” 

Hearing these words, everyone’s countenance changed even more. 



When Blazing Fire entered here back then, he had not reached Exalt level yet. His strength was also far 

from what it could be compared to presently. 

This ten year’s time, Blazing Fire’s improvement was evident to all. His strength was already comparable 

to some of the veteran Exalts already. 

But Ye Yuan said that even the present Blazing Fire could not do it. 

Then this light screen, who else was able to break it? 

“As expected, it was still nothing more than wishful thinking on our part!” Shao Kai said with a bitter 

smile. 

“Huhu, he cannot, doesn’t mean that I can’t!” Ye Yuan said with a faint smile. 

These words were rather arrogant! 

No matter how one looked at it, it was impossible for Ye Yuan to be Blazing Fire’s match either. 

But Ye Yuan said that he could break this light screen! 

This ... How was this possible? 

“Don’t believe it? All back away for me and watch carefully!” Ye Yuan said confidently. 

Not that Shao Kai did not believe. But Ye Yuan’s raised the starting point too high. An Exalt’s strength 

was not what they, these slaughter generals, could compare to. 

Even Zhong Wubing could not withstand a single blow in front of an Exalt too. 

Who was Ye Yuan to break this light screen? 

However, doubt was doubt. But there was a voice sounding out in their hearts, that was that Ye Yuan 

could do it! 

Ye Yuan came before the light screen and slowly shut his eyes. 

At the same time, all the dragon blood in his body started boiling over. A bizarre vibration started 

revolving within Ye Yuan’s body. 

The frequency of this vibration became increasingly higher and progressively closer together. Later, Ye 

Yuan’s whole body actually emitted an extremely mysterious sensation. 

When Shao Kai and the rest saw this scene, they could not help revealing dumbfounded looks of 

amazement. 

“Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm!” 

Ye Yuan revolved the dragon wave to the limits. A palm rumbled out in a manner that could topple 

mountains and overturn the seas! 
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Bang! 

The palm that could topple mountains and overturn the seas was as if it was a clay ox that plummeted 

into the sea, never to be heard of again. It did not cause much of a reaction to the light screen. 

“Boss Ye, this …” An Ren said rather hesitantly. 

This palm of Boss Ye’s, the power did not even look as powerful as his. Hitting onto the light screen, 

there was no reaction at all. 

At the very least, he was even blasted flying. 

But Ye Yuan smiled slightly. Lifting his leg, he walked over towards the light screen and actually passed 

right through the light screen. 

An Ren’s mouth opened wide, his face full of disbelief. 

This meant that the light screen could already be passed through? 

“Come on in, what are you still in a daze for?” 

Only then did An Ren abruptly startled awake and said fawningly, “Boss is the boss, really too 

impressive!” 

Dragon wave was where the core of the dragon clan’s martial techniques was at. Inside this Dragon 

Sovereign Territory, it could not shake off the application of dragon wave in all aspects. 

This light screen in front of them was to test the strength of the intruder’s dragon wave! 

Even if the dragon clan’s geniuses were present, it was also not possible to easily burst through this light 

screen. Because its lowest requirement towards dragon wave was spirit rank dragon wave. 

Ye Yuan was astonishingly gifted in the cultivation of dragon wave. That was how he could cultivate to 

the middle-stage spirit rank at such an age. If it was a dragon race’s genius, it was still impossible to 

reach the spirit rank at this age. 

One had to know that Long Teng, that level of earth-shaking powerhouse, also spent a hundred year’s 

time to cultivate to heaven rank dragon wave, let alone spirit rank. 

To be able to cultivate to middle-stage spirit rank, it could probably be counted on one’s fingers in the 

dragon clan now too. 

Entering the pavilion’s second floor, An Ren and the rest immediately held their breaths, their eyes 

emitting a dazzling light. 

“That … That is a Tier 9 medicinal pill!” 

“That’s a high-grade holy artifact!” 

“That’s a Tier 9 cultivation method!” 

On the second floor, all of it was actually Tier 9 items! This place was simply a treasure vault! 

Briefly counting it, there were actually as many as over 20 items! 



Such a haul was too heaven-defying! 

“Haha, Ye Yuan, really thank you so much! I didn’t expect that you actually broke this second floor’s 

restriction! It really took me by surprise! These treasures, I’ll help you put them away.” 

Right at this time, Zhong Wubing’s voice suddenly sounded out. Over a dozen figures dashed inside all of 

a sudden, directly blocking the entrance leading to the first floor. Looking at how it was, they were going 

to catch a turtle in a jar. 

Seeing these dozen over people, Shao Kai’s expression changed. 

Looks like charging over from the Yellow Springs Road, there were only these dozen over people left. 

But these dozen over people were all characters ranked at the top of the Heaven Carnage Proclamation. 

Even the lowest ranking one had top 50 strength! 

Looks like these people already reached some sort of tacit understanding and wanted to join hands to 

deal with Ye Yuan. 

These dozen over people joining hands was no trivial matter! 

Although Ye Yuan crushed Wu He to death with one palm, facing the teaming up of these dozen over 

people, it was likely still not too optimistic. 

Wu He’s strength was too far away from these people. Furthermore, it was even these dozen over 

people joining hands. 

“Ye Yuan, you’re too arrogant! Thanks to you, the others are all dead. But this is good too. The rest are 

all dead, there’s nobody to snatch treasures with us.” 

“Want to blame, blame your arrogance! Although I don’t know what method you used to scam Wu He 

to death, facing our dozen over people’s teaming up, even if you have any more tricks, it’s a straight 

road to hell too.” 

“Haha, but this boy really have some tricks! Even Exalt Blazing Fire couldn’t open this second floor’s 

restrictions, he could actually open it!” 

Under normal circumstances, there was no way these dozen over people would join hands. Every one of 

them was all incomparably conceited and were utterly disdainful to team up with others. 

But Ye Yuan’s might made they put down that pride in their hearts and choose to team up. 

Ye Yuan was too bizarre, bizarre until it made them, these peak experts on the Heaven Carnage 

Proclamation, have no choice but to put down their pride and team up to face the enemy. 

Ye Yuan swept past everyone’s faces with an amused look and said smilingly, “You guys really have no 

idea of life or death! On the Yellow Springs Road, this Little Lord already let you guys off. I didn’t think 

that you all actually came to seek death again. Looks like you guys really turned a deaf ear to my words!” 

Zhong Wubing said with a cold smile, “Ye Yuan, stop hanging on stubbornly already! Today, you only 

have one road that leads to death!” 



Ye Yuan said coolly, “Since you guys came up, not one of you have to leave anymore. Can’t display it out 

here. Let’s change the location! Fiery!” 

Ye Yuan gave a light cry. The several hundred lanterns in the corners of the pavilion-building lit up at the 

same time! 

On Ye Yuan’s glabella, a faint dragon-shaped marking flickered with light. 

Boom! 

Everyone only felt the scenery before their eyes change. They actually arrived inside an enormous cave! 

On the stone walls of this cave were all gigantic dragons baring their fangs and brandishing their talons. 

These massive dragons were all vividly lifelike; it was as if they were real. 

“This … Where is this place? Such a powerful dragon pressure!” 

“Haha, this place should be the Dragon Sovereign Territory’s final land! This place definitely has an 

earth-shaking treasure! Ye Yuan, this time, I, Zhong Wubing, really have to thank you!” 

Zhong Wubing seemed to have discovered something. Not only was there no shock on his face, but it 

also became somewhat crazed instead. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Not bad, at least you have some insight. This place is the Dragon Sovereign 

Territory’s final land of inheritance! However … it doesn’t have a dime of connection with you!” 

“Reckless fool! Just the likes of you, a measly little Heaven Enlightenment Realm, do you really think that 

you’re able to defy the heaven? I’ll let you take a look now, at the Heaven Carnage Proclamation’s 

number three’s true strength!” Zhong Wubing’s expression turned cold. A shocking aura billowed to the 

skies. 

The moment the aura flared up, the faces of Shao Kai and the rest visibly changed. 

This level of strength probably did not lose out in the slightest when compared to Dao Profound Realm 

powerhouses as well, right? 

But, seeing this scene, a hint of a mocking smile just flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth. He 

did not care at all. 

“Noisy!” 

Right then, a black spear shadow descended from the sky and actually headed straight for Zhong 

Wubing! 

Under this spear, even heaven and earth changed colors. The speartip actually slashed out multiple 

fissures in space! 

Zhong Wubing’s expression changed greatly. How could he still care about Ye Yuan? His figure swayed, 

wanting to escape. 

However, he was fast, but that spear shadow was faster! 

Puchi! 



The spear shadow pierced right through Zhong Wubing’s chest, pinning him securely to the ground. 

Till death, Zhong Wubing did not figure out what happened. 

Seeing this scene, the other roughly dozen people could not help feeling a chill from the bottom of their 

hearts. 

This spear shadow was completely not like an item that the Divine Realm should have. It was too 

terrifying! 

“Those who are not of the dragon race that intruded the dragon’s lair, DEATH PENALTY!” 

Pinning Zhong Wubing dead, that awe-inspiring voice sounded out once more. 

When those dozen over people heard, their faces could not help changing drastically! 

How could they still have time to think? They raised their speed to the limits, wanting to escape. 

Yet, it was already too late. 

Pierce, pierce … 

Over ten black spear shadows shot out from the void. It was only to hear a series of speartips entering 

the figures of people. These dozen over experts instantly perished! 

Thud, thud, thud … 

A series of footsteps slowly transmitted over. A stalwart figure appeared in everyone’s line of sight. 

This was a black shadow, unable to see the features clearly at all. 

But at this moment, he faced Ye Yuan across a distance, and he slowly opened his mouth to say, “You 

are the successor?” 


